
MUTANTS IN SEMIGROUPS, A GENERALIZATION 

By J oseph S. Cartisano 

1. Introduetion. 

A mutant in a semigroup is defined as foIlows: a subset M of a semigroup S is 

a mutant if and only if MM도S\M， where MM={ab: a ε M and b ε M} and S\M 
is the set of aII elements in S not in M. In [2] Iseki made a definition of a 

mutant in a semigroup S as foIlows: a subset M of S is an (m, n) mutant of S if 

and onIy if MmcS\ M n
• Iseki aIso estabIished in [2] a theorem which states that if 

H an L are (m, n) mutants in semigroups S and T , respectively, then HxL is 
an (m , n) mutant of SXT. The main purpose of this paper is to generaIize the 
concept of mutant by defining a set we choose to caIl a nz'ltant, and proving a 

theorem similar to Theorem 2 in [3] which Kim has established. 

2. Notations and Definitions. 

Let S be a semigroup. If H드S， define E (H) = {e ε H: i=ee=e}. For n a posi

tiv ,t ~ger let H n -= {ala2 •••••• an: aj ε H， 1드Z.드n} and S\b=[a εS: a 엎 H}. 

DEFINITION. Let N be a subset of a semigroup S. If N cS\N for aII positive 

integers z., 1 <i드n+ 1 (n is a fixed integer) , we then say N is a n-th order 

nt1tant in S. 

NOTE. A 1-st order niItant is a mutant. 

3. Theorems. 

We wiII now state and prove a theorem simiIar to the theorem estabIished by 

Iseki which was stated in our introduction. But first we wiII need a Iemma. 

LEMMA. 11M and N are n.th order niltants in seηztgyoμ:ps S and T , respectiνely， 

then MXN z.s a n-th order niltant z.n SxT. 

PROOF. Let (xj, Yj) ε MXN , i= l, 2, ...... r, for 1 <r드n+ l. Now suppose 

(Xl' y)(x2, Y2) ••..•• (xr' Yr)=(x1x2 ...... xr’ 
YIY2.' •• "Yr) ε MXN. 

This implies (x1x2 •••••• Xr) ε M and (Ylh ..... Yr) ε N which gives a contradiction. 

Hence our concIusion holds. 
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THEOREM 1. Let M be a m~th ()γder nilta짧， N (l rrrth aiγd(t1! nittant, z.n semi

groups S and T respectz"vely. Then MxN z.s a p-th order nz"ltant in SXT, where p 
z.s the max 01 m and n. 

PROOF. lf m=n, our conclusion folIows from the lemma. Suppose then that 
m<η. Let(x j , Yj) ε MxN for i= l, 2, ...... r where 1<r드n+ 1. Now if 

(X1' Yl)(X2’ 
Y2) ...... (진， Yr) ε MxN , 

then (YIY2 ...... Yr) ε N. But Nr드S\N， hence a contradiction. Dual1y we get a 

contradiction for m> n. This completes our proof. 

Before we state the ma.in result of tbis paper, we reproduce here Theorem 2 of 

Kim in [31 , without the proof. 

THEOREM. Let S be a semigroup. 

(i) S has no decomposition S=M1 UM2’ 

(ii) S has no áecomþositian S=M1 UM2U1찍 into fhree disjoint 

mutan!s M; , (i =1 , 2, 3) 01 S. 

We sbalI now state and prove the main theorem of this paper; 

THE'αRËM 2; A se쩌igroup S has no decomþosition 쩌to the’ μnion 01 three dz.sjoint 

n-th order niltants in S, lor n::::: 1. 

PROOF. Clearly, if E(S) =;6Ø, the empty set, then our conclusion follows quick.ly. 

Thus we will assume E(S)=Ø, which also implies S is infinite. Now the combin

ation of our note at the end of section 2 and Kim’s Theorem 2 stated above, gives 

our desired result for n= 1. 

Consider now N l' N 2' N 3 three disjoint 2-nd order niltants in S. The following 

symbol borrowed from Kim [3] w i1l be used: 
(1 , 4, ) 

(2, 5. ) 

(3, ) (6) 

This symbol denotes that if niltant N 1 contains elements x, 상， niltant N 2 con-
2 .5 _ ~...1 _ ~1 ..L __ .L. 1'- ., ___ -'-- _ . ______ 3 

tains x .. , xoJ, and niltant N 3 contains xoJ

• Then there is no niltant Nj (i = 1, 2, 3) 

containing x6. 

We have the following combinations for n=2. 

(1, 4, ) 

(2, 5, ) 

(1, 4, ) 

(2, ) 
(1, 5, ) 

(2, ) 

(1 , 6,) 

(2, 5, ) (2, 

6, 9,) 

7, 8, ) 
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(3, ) (6) (3, 5, ) (6) (3, 4, ) (6) (3, 4. ) (7) (3, 4, 5, )(10) 

4, 7, 10. 13, ) (1, 4, 7, ) 

(2, 3, n , 12, (2, 3, 10, 

5, 6, 8, 9, )(14) 5, 6, 8, 9, )(12) 

(1. 4, 

(2, 3, 

10, 13,) 

11, 12, ) 

(1 , 4, 

(2, 3, 10, ) 

( 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, )(14) ( 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 

(1, 5, 8, 12, ) (1, 4, 

(2, 3, 10, 11, ) (2, 3, 10, 11, ) 

( 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, )(12) ( 4, 6, 7, 9, )(13) 

6,) (1, (1, 8.) 

(2, 3, (2, 3, (2, 3, 
4, 5, 7, )(8) 4, 5, 6, )(8) 4, 5, 6, 7, )(9) 

Our conclusion for n=2. 

Consider n = 3. 

5, ) 6,) 6, ) 5, 
(2, 5, (2, 7,) (2, 3, 

(3. 4, )(6) (3, 4, )(7) (3, 4, 5, )(8) 4, 6, 7, )(8) 

6,) 7,) 8,) 
(2, 3, (2, 3, (2, 3, 

4, 5, 7, )(8) 4, 5, 6, )(8) 4, 5, 6, 7, )(9) 

Our conclusion for n=3. 

Consider n = 4. 

(1, 6,) (1, 6,) (1, 6,) 
(2, 5, ) (2, 7,) (2, 3, ) 
(3, 4, ) (7) (3, 4, 5, ) (8) ( 4, 5, 7, ) (8) 

(1, 7,) 8, ) 

(2, 3, (2, 3, 

4, 5, 6, )(8) 4, 5, 6, 7, )(9) 

Our conclusion for n=4, 

)(12) 
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,Consider n = 5. 

(1 , (1 , (1, 

(2, 5,) (2, (2, 3, 
(3, 4, )(6) (3, 4, 5,) (6) 4, 5, 6, 

(1 , 8, ) 
(2, 3, ) 

( 4, 5, 6, 7, )(9) 

'Our concIusion for n =5. 

Consider n = 6. 

(1, 
(2, 5,) (2, 

(3, 4, )(6) (3, 4, 5,) (6) 

Our concIusion for n=6. 

(1 , 
(2, 3, 

4, 5, 6, 7, 

7,) 

)(8) 

8,) 

)(9) 

Now cIearly for any n -z.7 we shall continue to have only three possible combin

:ations_ Suppose we had n -z.7, then if xl E N l' i ε N 2' i must be in N 3' Thus:i 
3_.. 5 

can be in N 2 or N 3• If x ε N 2' x'" must be in N 3' Therefore X
U cannot be in N j ’ 

6 (i=l , 2, 3). If x ε N 3 then X
U cannot be in Niα=1， 2, 3). This completes our 

proof. 

4. Conjectures. 

CONJECTURE 1. No semigroup S has a decomposition into the union of a finite 

number of disjoint n-th order niltants in S, for n -z.1. 

CONJECTURE 2. Let S be a topological semigroup. If a ε S and a' -:Fa for any 
integer 1 <i:::;:n+1, n some positive integer, then there exists an open niltant of 

.n-th order N (a) in S containing a. 
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